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Caption this stupid photoshop
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that we stole from the internet

This school year so far has been full of celebrity obituaries. Jack
Palance, Ed Bradley, and Red Auerbach have all been snuffed since
my last Ed Box, but I’d like to take this opportunity to commemorate
the passing of a true American Icon. Ok, he’s not dead yet, but he’s
totally up shit creek. My personal hero, Kevin Federline, has been
kicked out of Britney Spears’ trailer and life. I think it’s tragic that
such a trail-blazer be treated in this disrespectful way.
This pioneer single-handedly broke down the barriers of sexism
and shattered the Glass Floor to finally make gold digging cool for
men. Sure he wasn’t the first, and he wasn’t even the most currently
famous (that would be John Kerry). But it was K-Fed that sunk
below his humble roots to make it fashionable to have no redeeming aspects but his spouse. He’s a role model for me and I think that
Britney doesn’t realize what she’s missing – someday her only claim
to fame will be that she was the one who started Fed-Ex’s ascent to
mythology. But then again, maybe he had it coming; if you’re a gold
digger, signing a pre-nup is as smart as picking up chicks at Home
Depot.
I also love how this divorce was the top story on election night. I
think that’s definitely a sign on this highway to hell that America is
on.
Yeah, so we still have control of the office – it’s been just under a
month as of writing. It’s turned into a cold war because the administration admits that they couldn’t handle a confrontation with us.
This has led to some funny incidents, but I don’t want to repeat myself, so I’ll just point to our website (www.thekoala.org) and myspace
blog (blog.myspace.com/thekoala) where we post updates. Join our
Save The Koala’s Office facebook group.
Lately the administration has been making up policy on how to
deal with us and so far it’s been complete fucking bullshit. The logical Koala response is to challenge Gary Ratcliff, the Assistant Vice
Chancellor who’s trying to evict us, to a drink-off and throw a party
and invite the administrators. You’re all also invited to our month
anniversary party this week in our office (check the website for details).
Anyway, we’re in the office 24/7 so feel free to bring us libations
and sacrificial virgins. Or food. Food would be good. This whole
hunger strike thing isn’t so popular with my staff
- Ed.

?

Suite of the Month will begin Winter Quarter. Email editor@
thekoala.org to have us bring the party to your on-campus
residence

Is this giant question mark filler

Nah, probably not.

Sorry kids, no sex story today, just the world’s shittiest personal:

Submit your caption at www.thekoala.org
Include your email to enter to win prizes for the best
captions (as soon as we figure out what that prize is)

Last Issue’s Best Captions of Koala Nap Time

1. lube: $2 pack of extra small glow in the dark condoms: $6 whipped
cream: $3 reading
the koala in the
new lgbtq building:priceless
- Anonymous
2. Let me close
my eyes and think
about it, Now I
remember those
balls on my head!
- Snr. Mysterioso
3. finally the kid in
blue turned over
- sex monster

The Koala is ruining your holidays
David Gregory is having an affair with Mrs. Claus
Nicholle, Bri, Jason are multi-shanking Jews with stolen menorahs
SARS, Skillz, Anna, Vince, the L-word, Judy, Nam, and Esther are
inappropriately touching Santa’s elves
E-dawg, Jer, T-Bone, Barton, Marcus, Paula K., Eugene, Dirty,
Milk, Moximo, Marcus, Aaron, Stevie Why, Marcus, and George are
sleeping through Kwanzaa

Hey Koala,
Brad Kohlenberg is the smelly hobo passed out in the Nativity manger
Why don’t you do everyone a favor and staple your paper shut. That way, I don’t
The Koala meets Fridays at 6pm, in the Media Lounge (above Soft Reserves)
need to bother with your paper skullfucking my eyes for eight pages before I can
read me some personals. In fact, why don’t you save what little money you have
left from all the roofies and chlamydia tests, and stop printing all the useless shit
inbetween the cover and the personals. By the way, that doesn’t mean the cover is ever funny...ever. Seriously, I’d rather masterbate to Roseanne then read the
pointless dribble that rots in the middle of your paper. Please, stop thinking your funny, because the only funny thing about your paper, is the shit that you don’t
write.
Oh yeah, I almost forgot: don’t fuck up the only good thing about your paper:
[The publication may have been funded in part or in whole by funds allocated by the ASUCSD. However, the views expressed in this publication are solely those
of The Koala, its principal members and the authors of the content of this publication. While the publisher of this publication is a registered student organization at UC San Diego, the content, opinions, statements and views expressed in this or any other publication
published and/or distributed by The Koala are not endorsed by and do not represent the views, opinions, policies, or positions of the
ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC San Diego, the University of California and the Regents or their officers, employees, or agents. The
publisher of this publication bears and assumes the full responsibility and liability for the content of this publication.]
Sincerely,
Harry Khanna and the PIKE Boys

Send your angry letter to the editor at editor@thekoala.org
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Regionally Influential KOALA LISTS
Top 4 Bases (UCSD)
1. Making eye contact
2. Holding hands
3. Conversation
4. Raping the hell out of their sorry
asses

Top 5 Ways to Exterminate Endangered Species
1. Get eaten by a Panda, after
drinking a bottle of mercury
2. Teach them masturbation and
World of Warcraft
3. Give them the power of the
Atom and the thrill of no conscience
4. Force-feed them to kidnapped
PETA’s
5. Get rid of forests and set up
amusement parks.
Top 5 Differences Between Prison
and UCSD
1. Prison administrators are held
accountable
2. UCSD students get no conjugal
visits
3. Staring at your feet gets you
shanked in prison
4. Some prison alumni have actually accomplished something upon
graduating.
6. People would appreciate Asians
guys on campus ... what with their
tiny mouths and tight kiddie asses
5. Gay rape is much more prevalent
at UCSD
Top 5 Similarities Between UCSD
and Prison
1. Everyone’s got something up
their ass
2. Self-imposed racial segregation
3. Anyone can walk in while you’re
taking a shower.
4. Sysco supplies both on-campus
dining halls and prison cafeterias
5. The sum of all UCSD Administrators’ IQs = The IQ of a prison
guard
Top 5 Ways for UCSD to Get
More Donations
1. Ratify the 1st Amendment
2. Create the Anti-Geneva Convention research division
3. Name 6th “Bill Gates College”
4. Brainwash all the students into
becoming Republicans.
5. Surgically implant fond memories in students’ minds
Top 5 Ingredients in Hatorade
1. Bellicose syrup
2. Satiric acid
3. odium citrate
4. red #666
6. molester gum sorebait
5. sunflower oil

Submit your peurile, derivative lists online at
www.thekoala.org/lists.html

Top 4 Bases (Real World)
1. Stealing jewelry from his house
when you pick him up
2. Taking an imprint of his keys
when you’re at the movie
3. Taking his credit cards and
license when he goes to the bathroom at dinner
4. Whatever base it is I’m on when
I’m violating Barry Bonds after he
passed out from too many steroids
Top 5 Reasons You Should Call it
a Night
1. You keep mistaking your friends
for gay porn stars
2. You’ve resorted to doing lines of
dishwasher detergent off the urinal
lip
3. As a matter of pride you gotta
take her home before the sun rises
any more and she gets any uglier
4. The train has ended and you
don’t want to be there when the
tears begin
5. Your drunk ‘friend’ is leading
everyone toward his gun collection
Top 5 Tattoos for UCSD Students
1. Notes for the Physics test
2. Blueprints and plans to escape
from UCSD
3. Anything to cover up the Koala
penis tattooed on your head while
you where passed out at Sungod
4. “DO NOT TOUCH” written on
the chest and inner thighs of Asian
chicks
6. “6/23/04: Finish writing the
UCSD Tattoos List.” But it’s inside
my anus, so I just noticed it today.
5. O-Kem on knuckles, Pre-Med 4
Life in old english on back
Top 5 Lame Racist Slurs from
2006
1. Stupid Beamer
2. Stupid Chonk
3. Stupid Niggler
4. Stupid Carmel Jockey
5. Stupid Turkmen from Downtown
Ashgabat where the Turks of the
Seljuk Empire concentrated their
strength
Top 5 Hip, New Racist Slurs for
2007
1. South Hemi
2. Pinata stuffer
3. Olive-gardening Italian
4. Tighty whiteys
5. Explosively Endowed Arab
Top 5 Things Said Right Before a
Divorce
1. Popozão
2. And by the way, there’s a reason
you keep getting the flu

3. Just hear me out, you can keep
the house, the cars and the kids too,
all I want is your spinal cord
4. Your mother cooks better then
you, and FUCKS better too
6. I knew better then to marry a
UCSD student
7. I just sobered up from a 20 year
bender, and I forgot I was gay
8. I knew your balls were bigger
than mine
5. You think what Scott Peterson
did was bad
Top 5 Fears of Teachers at Recess
1. Hijacked planes crashing into the
World Trade Tetherball Poles
2. Sniper in the swingset
3. 6’3” Melvin the second grader,
a.k.a. Melvin the Bunny Slayer,
a.k.a. Melvin the Teacher Breaker
4. Getting wrangled with jump rope
and being dragged around in some
sick parade by nine students on
tricycles
5. Being surrounded by the Mexican kids where no one can help and
getting shanked with fudgesicle
sticks
Top 10 Ways to Defend Our Office
1. Replace the doorknob with a
grizzly bear
2. Send Nicholle, Elle, and Esther
to seduce Paul Terzino into letting
us keep the office
3. Set it up as a shelter for battered women and win the war with
sympathy
4. Change our name to The Panda
and we become an endangered species...hands off our habitat!
5. The staff stands in a line, holding hands and keeps chanting, “Red
Rover, Red Rover! We dare Chancellor Fox to come over!”
6. Send Jason and Bri to seduce
Gary Ratcliff
7. Begin tutoring Preuss students in
the office and dare the administration to evict them
8. Declare it a Historical Landmark
9. Set up a Koala Daycare Center
in the lounge for administrators’
children
10. Send a tranny hooker to seduce
Joe Watson
Top 5 Things Said by a Bankrupt
Whore
1. I’m a squirter and this is a liquidation sale
2. You ever sucked dick for coke?
Shit I’ll suck dick to huff some
keyboard cleaner
3. Going out of business: buy one
hour, get two STD’s free!
4. I’ll give you my left nipple for a
Big Mac.
5. I major in Music at UCSD
Top 10 Unspoken Rules at UCSD
Parties
1. The noise level should be low
enough such that studying room-

mates can continue to work.
2. Distribution of alcohol should
strictly be limited to those over 21
3. Being mindful of safety means
everyone can have fun.
4. NO means NOt until I finish my
doctoral thesis and have a steady
job earning a six figure salary.
5. male : female :: 400 : 1
6. If there’s a line stand in it.
7. If you are the only person of a
particular race at the gathering take
your shirt off
8. “What’s your major?” is the only
acceptable introduction
9. “I really like the tiki torches” is
the only acceptable conclusion
10. Let The Koala in for free, punks
Top 5 Signs Your Girlfriend is a
Gold Digger
1. You ain’t no b-broke nigga
2. You’re Jewish.
3. She strangely resembles Kevin
Federline in a wig
4. When role playing in bed, she
wants you to be J. Howard Marshall and she’ll be Anna Nicole
Smith
6. She’s hot and you’re Shrek
5. She cares about frivolous things
such as jewelry, roses, fancy
clothes. In other words, she’s a
woman.
Top 5 Things Your Math Professor Doesn’t Want You To Know
1. By Cantor’s diagonal argument,
the set of all real numbers are uncountable. How crazy is that!
2. Yes, he IS looking down your
shirt
3. Every time a student answers a
question correctly, he cums a little
4. His PhD is from The University
of Tijuana Online
5. He is unable to offer a formal
proof of his heterosexuality
Top 5 Things You Should Never
Be Good at
1. Insulting serial killers
2. Incinerating corpses
3. Driving while drunk and high as
fuck (The Koala encourages you
to Drink and Drive high as fuck
responsibly)
4. Necrophilia
5. Man-greasing
Top 5 Things to Do If You Accidentally Go to Class Thinking
There Was a Midterm
1. Get up and leave even if you
have a boner
2. Ask to take it early, of course,
and set the curve low
3. Button up your trench coat
before anyone notices the 30lbs of
C-4, then go home and spell check
your manifesto
4. Release your choke hold on the
two nerds you accosted to sit next
to you
5. Use your cheat sheet to roll doobies and smoke yourself retarded
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I tried to become an alcoholic, but I failed.						
Special Holiday Advertisement
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I went in for this scientific study for alcoholics, but they turned me away because I had too many mental problems.

Top 5 UCSD New Year’s Resolutions

*DISCLAIMER* Before anybody gets passionately butt hurt with
respect to what I am writing about, please note: I like fat people – I
have fat friends, and they don’t smell that bad. I like gay people – I
have a pet gay raccoon. I like black people – I used to be black. I
like Asian people – I used to be Asian too. And I love little dogs
with stubby chubby legs – they taste great with a light hollandaise
sauce.
The new year’s a comin’! It’s a time for fun, a time for change, and
a time for some resolutions to make the next year just a bit better
than the last. I’m smarter than everyone else, so I decided to make
a small list of things UCSD could do in order to make it a tad cooler
for all us future doctors, engineers, and “my-degree-is-pretty-useless-but-I-still-go-to-UCSD” people.
Resolution #1- Eat healthier. I say this because I am constantly
distracted but super death rolls of fat. For example, I will be sitting in class and some “sexy mama” (or so that double decker of a
human thinks) will be wearing a mini skirt and halter top. I will be
trying to learn chemistry or what not, and her fat rolls will call out to
me “COUNT US!!! LOOK AT US!!! DON’T PAY ATTENTION TO
THE LECTURE! WE ARE HERE TO DISTRACT EVERYONE TO
THROW OFF THE CURVE SO THAT THIS SEMI-HUMAN SEMITRUCK CAN GET INTO HARVARD LAW, AND THEN DIE OF A
HEART ATTACK AT THE AGE OF 32.” Before I know it, lecture’s
over, and I haven’t learned a damn thing except that my laser eyes
can’t burn calories.
Resolution #2- “Take it like a man”. That’s to say – not be so
touchy and sensitive when people make racial or gay comments.
For example, why do flaming gay people get so ridiculously sensitive and outraged when someone makes the most benign of observations about their probability of screwing the same sex? Why do
black people blow a colon anytime anybody other than black people
joke about the metaphor of a cooking appliance [grill] to a mouth?
Honestly now, why are they allowed to drop a grumpy and dampen
everyone else’s mood when somebody states the obvious about
them? People should just laugh it off and take it like a man or a
women’s water polo player.
Resolution #3- Exercise. We’re living in the age of obesity, and the
first thing to combat is the attack of the cankles. Those pesky fuckers really make me vomit in my mouth a little. When the new AS
constitution makes me Empress the law will require - if your bottom
half (or top half for that matter) resembles the latter part of a fat pug
- that you must wear long and baggy pants and perhaps a paper
bag over your head. If you’re unchained from your Stairmaster, that
is. And you should probably stop eating; there’s enough ankle fat to
keep you alive for a few weeks.
Resolution #4- Become more socially and politically educated (and
shut the hell up). I cannot say how much I resent walking down library walk and have those stinky Young Democrats tell me I should
join their cult. I simply say “no thanks,” and go on about my business only to be called a “motherfucking republican.” That’s so foul!
I am much more an “asshole independent.” My favorite, of course,
are those passionate college kids who stand on the street corner
with signs and heckle me for wearing a UCSD logo sweatshirt and
thus propagating the horror that is child labor. After swearing at me
for a couple of minutes, these sexually frustrated hoodlums proceed to put on their Nike jackets, adjust their A&F jeans, re-tie their
Adidas shoes, and go to Starbucks for a coffee. If that’s not hypocrisy then I don’t know what is. It may sound a little strange, but I
honestly believe people should be slightly more apathetic because
then everyone is mellow and pleasant. Mellow and pleasant are
happy…mmmmm…happy. Which brings me to my last point…
Resolution #5- Take some time to enjoy life a little more. Being
cooped up in Geisel for hours on end makes people angry. People
walk off campus just looking for something to get hysterical about.
Thus, I think people should really just relax. Smoke a doobie, take
a nice long shit, jerk off – whatever. Just something to get the
good juices flowing. Enjoy life because college life only lasts so
long. The college years should be the most hedonistic, sexually
exploitative, drugged, vulgar, crazy, and wonderful years of your life.
There will be plenty of time in one’s life to be proper and boring, that
is, until your heart attack at age of 32 from those death rolls of fat…
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Sloshball Returns

It was a long summer, so in case you forgot what sloshball is, here’s a cheat
sheet. The sloshball exam will be open book.
1. Set up as a softball field, with a keg on second base; runners shall drink one cup
to advance and runners may stack on second base only.
2. All runners shall drink booze-ade (or shrumade if available) after scoring to
validate that run.
3. There are no other rules.
4. All disputes are settled by drink-offs. All disputed drink-offs are settled by
fights.

We knew it would be bad, but not this bad. At the second annual
Halloween Sloshball Game (in costume) against BOARD, the
Koalas were missing their alumni while BOARD had brought in
elite reserves from state. Add to that Stone IPA on second base
and shrumade at home plate, and this game would be nuts.
Half way through the keg of way-too-good-for-sloshball-beer,
The Koala was behind in points, everybody was blitzed out of
their skulls and Vince’s shrum-aid had taken out at least half of
the enormous Board team. Slowly but surely, the rest of the
Board team fell victim to the swirling hallucinogens. But it
wasn’t enough, especially because the Koala girls ate most of the
shrums and the Koala guys couldn’t hit or field. And after winning the majority of drinkoffs throughout the game, we somehow
managed to lose a mammoth boat race. Embarrassed but without
shame, the Koalas continued on.
As the psychedelically fuelled haze began to envelop Koalas
and Boards alike 2 strange small creatures joined the party (no it
wasn’t just the drugs). Two 8 year olds decided to fuck with us a
little bit and after 20 minutes or so of chasing them around as they
stole our bats and other sloshball accoutrements they went back
to simply heckling largely due to the bodily harm threatened upon
them by several of the largest and most intimidating members of
both teams.
As the game was drawing to a close, The Koala was losing badly
with two beers left. So Davey did the only thing he could do, and
challenged a BOARD officer to a drink off on the premise that we
were winning. He accepted and The Koala, of course, triumphed.
BOARD just wanted to slink away, so Davey made a deal with
their president that despite their score being twice ours, everyone would be considered a winner. As the day turned to night,
BOARD people started to head home and The Koala was able to
wave our new “Drug Free” banner in drunken victory.
Ok, fine that BOARD officer was BOARD webmaster Rode and
he’d been playing for us, but he did promise not to throw the drink
off. So there.

Jessie grabbed Tracie’s boob then all hell broke loose.
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They asked “Have you ever been to a psychologist?”						
This public service announcement comes to you from Emily Marx, Interim SOLO
BOARD club was too hung over to
Director:
As you know, there are a wide variety of student organizations at
UCSD, some of which are affiliated
with outside groups. While the
vast majority of groups are helpful
and beneficial to students, some may
use high pressure tactics to recruit students.

We want to offer some information
that will help you make an informed, free choice about associating with such groups.
Why are High Pressure Groups So Harmful?
*They tend to isolate you from family, friends and other groups.
*They may ask you to give up control of your thoughts or decisions
*They may focus on guilt and shame
*They may promote crises with school, your career or your social
life.

ad for this issue.
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send us an

They probably want you to check their website www.sdboardclub.com to find out about the sick All Cal ski/board/party/insanity trip December 9-16 in Crested Butte, CO.
They probably want you to go to their “Office” Hours: Tuesday
and Thursday 2-3:30pm at Porter’s Pub.
They probably want you to go to their next party, whenever it
is. It’ll have some seriously tasty beer and a big crowd
But maybe they just
want you to bring
them some water and
Tylenol.
Here’s their mascot:

How can you tell the difference between beneficial and high pressure
groups? What are warning signs of a high pressure group? Ask yourself the following questions.
Does the group or its representatives:
- Speak in a derogatory way about your past religious affiliation?
- Describe your parents as unable to understand or help you with religious matters?
- Label your doubts and questions as signs of a weak faith?
- Invite you on a retreat but can’t (or won’t) give you an overview
of the purpose or activities before you go?
- Insist that you spend so much time with them that you can’t get
your studying done or you don’t have time for your other friends and
activities?
- Pressure you to get others involved in the group?
- Discourage you from keeping in touch with your family and friends
or not allow you to talk to your friends or your family alone?
- Deflect questions you ask about their group and tell you they’ll
answer your questions later?
- Claim to have the answers to your problems and that you can’t find
answers anywhere else?
- Pressure you to give them money?
These questions are meant only to help you identify what might be a
high-pressure group. Answering “yes” to one or two questions doesn’t
mean that a group is destructive or harmful, but it does mean you
should proceed slowly and investigate the group more carefully.

7 out 9 isn’t bad. Carefully investigate The Koala’s last meeting of
the quarter:

December 1st at 6pm
Media Lounge in the Original Student Center
(2nd floor)

The Koala at the Movies: Casino Royale

In a stirring departure from the last 20 James Bond films, Casino Royale
presents a window into the pre-007 world of James Bond. With a new Bond
and twists on original plotmotifs, the result was nothing short of captivating.
To do this highly anticipated film justice, we got blitzed out of our minds
with a little Trainwreck beforehand in order to understand the story the way
Ian Flemming had originally intended: red-eyed and forgetful.
Immediately Will Farrell lights up the screen with his presence, presenting a quieter, more
calculating, and
considerably flabbier
Bond than that faggot Pierce Brosnan.
Our new Bond
before Bond meanders through a world
of numbers and tax
laws with an all-star
ensemble including
Emma Thompson, a
tour de force playing
Judi Dench playing
M.
A rogue Harvard
Law student turned
baker-with-a-sweettooth is played by Maggie Gyllenhall, who takes the usual incompetence of
the typical Bond villain up a bold notch. Dustin Hoffman also sparkles in a
supporting role as a life-guard who dabbles in comparative literature. While
Casino Royale moves considerably slower than any previous Bond film,
it does so without losing its sense of urgency. This film is a revolutionary
departure from every other in the venerable franchise, lacking the explosions,
sex, or gadgets we’ve all come to love. For example, all Bond’s new watch
could do was beep - no lasers, no grappling hooks, just beeps.
But the new, character-driven plot is very satisfying and takes us to exotic locales like city busses
and a hospital. This new take on Bond is profound
in its blue collar, yet cerebral qualities and is destined to become a classic.

2 nugs up for the Trainwreck

Scientists Agree: Christmas is
Communist
Humphrey Halibut
WASHINGTON, D.C. -- The 2006 Holiday season has been a momentous one so far. On the heels of a calamitous midterm election,
political scientists and theologians
have discovered that the Christmas
What is Capitalistmas?
holiday is communist in practice. By New holiday “Capitalistmas,”
its very nature - in giving gifts with
every Feb. 6, will become an
the well-being of others in mind - the
official government holiday
celebrations closely resemble pracstarting 2006. As the holiest
holiday
of the Republican Partices in a socialist utopia. Controverty, it will be a celebration of its
sial new theories have appeared as
treasured capitalist ideals. A
a result; in one, the Nativity’s three
brand-new
Capitalistmas story
“Wisemen from the East” were in fact
V. I. Lenin, Mao Tse-Tung, and Kim is currently being fabricated at
government research centers
Il-Sung.
and is expected to be inserted
Many formerly on the Religious
into the New Testament before
Right have bypassed the typically
the holiday season. Sources
clueless Democratic Party and joined close to the project promise the
the Communist Party USA. This
new Nativity will come alive
new power seems to have caused a
with vivid imagery of dollars
seismic shift in the party’s politics.
trickling down from Heaven to
“With such a large voting bloc, we
nearby shepherds and a precocan finally get rid of those dirty spics cious baby Ronald granting tax
cuts to his parents.
like we always wanted to,” chortled
The Capitalistmas celebration,
party chair Sam Webb. The Communists have re-dedicated themselves as now conceived, will abandon the traditional Nativity
to amassing power and dollars, much
scenes and Christmas trees in
donated from collections at zealous
favor
of a big pile of presents.
churches.
Family members will then
Churches will now be reorganized
compete among themselves to
with priests replaced by Theologiget as many gifts as possible.
cal Committees to enforce the will
Bonus presents will be awardof the spiritual proletariat. Five year
ed for theft of other’s presplans are expected to be unveiled
ents. Celebrants will then sing
soon to improve the payer output of
Happy Birthday and complain
the churches. Dissidents will be kept
about current tax codes.
in walk-in refrigerators until they are
re-educated. Congregations will be
policed by a new corps of Secret Deacons.
The reactions of right-wing leaders to this sudden upheaval varied.
Radio personality Rush Limbaugh proposed a new holiday for those
still loyal to the Republican Party. Called “Capitalistmas,” it will be
celebrated every sixth of February, the birth date of former President
Ronald Reagan Christ. In accordance with the Gospel of St. Adam
Smith, Limbaugh suggested celebrants will give themselves presents
and expect others to be happy for them [see sidebar “What is Capitalistmas?”].
Pat Robertson, the second coming of Christ, was not available for
comment while self-fellating. “He should be done in five minutes;
he always does this before a broadcast,” explained 700 Club token
blackie Kristi Watts. Sounds from his dressing room indicate that
Robertson was celebrating the new holiday early.
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I said “Yeah, he was court-ordered.”				
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Holiday Gifts scale
1 present- Hand-me-down socks and underwear
2 presents- Fat lump of coal
3 presents- Fat nug of weed
4 presents- My Size Stripper Barbie doll
5 presents- The deed to a free love colony of super models

Soledad House Birthday Bash 11/3

• Koala #1: We rolled up 6 deep- I say roll

closes, I call up this girl and I convince her to
meet me in front of my house, and I drive like
a bat out of hell all the way across time to show
up exactly at the same time she got to my house.

• Koala #2: First thing I noticed about the party

REALLY SHITTY HALLOWEEN PARTY
I call up woman #1 and she says she is sick.
Then I call up girl #2 and tell her I’m coming
over to carve pumpkins. This is unexpected
and she plans on taking it “easy” tonight cause
of studying or something. Then UCSD dude
#1 arrives all unannounced and they are going
to study together. Makes me sick. So I call up
Biran Barton and we roll to a Point Loma party.
A good thing about the party is everyone was
in costume. Most of the people there sucked
because they were their recreational outfits as
costumes, ie. baseball uniforms. This could be
because all the booze was gone by 10:24pm,
or because the chicks there couldn’t convince
me they were in college. The highlight of the
night was when some dude got pissed at me and
wanted to engage in a fist fight, and I looked
him straight in the eyes, grabbed him by the
shirt and said, “if you don’t love Jesus, you have
obvious mental problems”. This made my posse
laugh, and I gave this dude the opportunity to
walk away. 1 star for the slutty looking girls.

when in actuality it was more like half-mile
hike up Mt. Soledad- with the intention of getting thoroughly blasted atop the city that never
sleeps. The doorman waived the $5 fee, which
was cool until I discovered that in a house full
of 150+ people there was no keg, only three
half-empty bottles of VIP, and a bottle of Sunny
Delight. I slipped outside to escape the swealtering 130 degree heat caused by a dance floor
full of drunken SAAC members, who had apparently paid $5 and brought their own booze,
and found only guys feeling-up drunk chicks
and Asians wearing Ecko talking as if they
were black. At around 12:30, the neighbors
complained and the hosts, economic geniuses,
attempted to kick out as many dudes (who had
paid $5 remember) as they could.
was too much heat and too little music. David
promised us at least five VIP wristbands which
we never got. But we still got into the kitchen
cus the bouncers... wait.. there were no bouncers. So we’re standing around and David stuffs
a bottle of Prestige 80 proof whiskey in my
hand and I had two cups of that.. straight. And
this whole time, I’m just trying to get Nicholle
drunk cus she looked so miserable being sober.
But in the midst of my effort, I didn’t watch
what I was drinking and I got wasted. After
the kitchen, I don’t remember much of what
happened. Nicholle told me I kept wanting to
dance.. then I went out to the patio to puke for
about half an hour.. but after the kitchen, next
thing i remember is waking up the next morning. An bonus star for my first blackout ever!

• Koala #3: Sadly, I remember being prom-

ised that I would get fucked up beyond reason.
Apparently, that was only gonna happen if you
drank before you came, so saith the big mexican girl passing out 1/4 shots.

• Koala #4: Hey #3, I drank before I came.

Anyway, I get this message on my phone at
1:15am: “Hi Greg ... uh Daniel. Our AS Safe
Ride driver is on location, but no one’s there
except some guy passed out on some stairs.”
Those assholes didn’t wake me up.

HILLCREST HALLOWEEN PARTY
My original costume was a giant hot dog, however I changed at the party to “Partially Hyrdogenated Vegetable Oil” because all these guys
on the street were just staring at me licking
their lips. Basically this was an entire apartment
complex party and the guys on my baseball
team showed up and they brought their girlfriends, who in turn brought their single friends
who’ve heard nothing but stories about me via
their girlfriends. When things trickled down,
the ratio was 3 ladies and myself. Since I was
in control of supply, I shot down everyone’s advances only to make them want me even more.
We head to the bar where I disappoint the three
ladies I was with by not singing them the song
“I want to Rock Your Body”. When the bar

rounds I need to piss, but the
long line is a huge deterrent.
Then the sky opened up and an
angel dressed as a bee opened
the door to my boss’s room and
let’s me use the toilet in the
master. I walk out of the bathroom to be greeted with a pipe
and a lighter. So after baking
with the boss and his girlfriend,
I head out onto the dance floor
and dance up a storm with
the likes of my friend Huck
Finn and the guy from TJ who
pours booze in your mouth and
shakes your head. After having my gay friend kick my ass
on the dance floor, I still felt
too drunk to drive and looked
for stuff to get me un-drunk,
but end up chillin’ with this
girl who was guzzling down
a Mickey’s. That was her
costume. So as I head out to
say adios to my boss, I catch
him passing out in someone
else’s room with some implication of gayness written on his
back, I snag a picture to use as
blackmail the next time I want
to go on vacation or show up
late. All-in-all, solid party for
someone’s apartment. 3 1/2
stars.

Read and rate more party
reviews online at
www.thekoala.org/party_reviews
Major League Baseball Umpire
Camp 11/12
I’m attending an umpire clinic this week, and
while introducing myself I shed the standard
response, and talked about my non-profit moving business, the favorable calls I get for being
an umpire and a player in the same league, and
my dyslexia. There were about 15 major league
umpires, and representatives of major league
baseball and 60 other people in the room. One
of the big league umpires told me I’ll do very
well, and another gave me a blue raffle ticket!
I’m too excited to shower!

Childcare Halloween Party
So my boss decides to invite me to his Halloween shindig, and I’m all like okay. So I roll into
his apartment in OB with my gay friend hector
who broke my heart by promising me he would
be Nicole from the PCD but showed up in a
speedo and goggles instead. My boss trashed
out his mind invites me to be his partner in
mini-beer pong. I agree only after meeting up
with a few other people who also care for Del
Mar’s overprivileged children. After a couple

MIRA MESA PARTY WITH
LOTS OF MEXICANS 11/17
I roll up to some ghetto house
in Mira Mesa and slide past
the dick at the door trying to
get $2 for beer. I make my
way through a sea of dirty
Mexicans to the kitchen in
search of some free booze. But
lo and behold they’re all out!
No sombreros, no tortillas,
no TEQUILA. At least they
could have brought some of
those high school girls that
don’t know about birth control
that I’ve been reading about...
that would be worth $2. But
Nothing. Well fuck them, I
didn’t not pay $2 so I could get
shafted. I headed back to the
door and demanded a refund
for “my” $2. After threatening
to call INS, they gave me $2
and I left.

$2

“Happy Blitzmas to all, and to all a good-night”

November 27, 2006 					
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We did not write these personals,
Santa’s enslaved illegitimate children did. Elves my ass!

hey jeff, this is DeAngelo, that black nigga you
hooked up with last night. just writing this to
make sure your ass still isnt bleeding from the
big black cock sex we had last night. come over
tonight and i’ll take a dump on your chest, and
ill have Antawn fuck you with his 18 inch rod
of death so bad that you wont shit right for a
week. i’m sure you’re looking forward to some
fun!

BEST “FUCK YOU” PERSONAL
hey you stupid fucks who run across the street
at night (especially on gilman), next time I’m
not gonna slow down. Prepare for carnage.
Dipasquale - you are the most fucked up piece
of shit in the entire world. after the fucking
AVERAGE on the midterm was a 63, you still
dont curve it. why? because youre a fat fucking pasta eating dago guinea bastard, thats
why. you stupid fucking wop cunt. the whole
class hates your fucking guts so much because
youre such a fucking dick and love to treat
chem 11, which everyone knows is intro to
chem for retards, like its fuckin ochem or some
all-important fucking class. guess what dipshit,
english and communication majors could give a
FUCK LESS ABOUT THE FUCKING OCTET RULE.
Go fuck yourself Antonio
-your chem 11 students.
ok all you fine little college girlies i keep hearing how you wanna fuck well soft i got 6 and
hard he gets to about 8.5 (thats 8 1/2”) so you
want it cum next door and ask for Jethro now!
Cause me thinks its all talk.................
oh yeah two words FEMALE EJACULATION
-construction man
put shit in soup at sierra summit.
-p the n
To the Tall Gorgeous Asian girl in my INTL
101 class, you are so fuckin hot! What I would
do to give you a taste of my A.B.S...That’s not
my abs that’s my Arabian Beef Stick. I’d fuckin
shish kabob your ass and you’d love every
second of it. Also to other girl in my INTL
101 class and one of my discussions, you have
the nicest breasts on an Asian I’ve ever seen!
You’re a fuckin champ! Bottom-line I want
have intercourse with both of you, at the same
time if possible...I’m just a sand niggah that
loves Asians.
-Lonely Boy
I saw Kevin, of Revelle’s res life, balls deep in
his ex-assistant Kevin’s ass in a Balboa park
bathroom.
Bryan R0$$, I’ve been watching your sexy self
since our freshman year and i made it my goal
to get with you before we graduated. But I’ve
waited for over 2 years now and im tired of
waiting. I get wet everytime i think about you
or when your hard body accidently brushs up
against mine. And everytime i want you to just
take me and fuck me deep and hard right then
and there..... but I can’t believe that you haven’t
caught on after all those times we hung out
floating on clouds.... Anyways, im letting you
know that I would love to fuck you any day and

any time so.....” why dont you have some dirty
hot sex with me? its not like im asking you to
give up for free.We can start it right now, Baby
get on your knees. Don’t make me beg again....
Well,I just said please....” Hahaha.. well, you
know my number so call me already.... i promise i’ll ride you long and hard.... very hard....
-S
seriously. why are all the gays here so fucking
ugly. i dont get it...why do you all play video
games at LGBTQIA?! we are supposed to be
hot and set trends. i’d like to thank you all right
now for ruining my sex life.
<3 someone who refuses to date / fuck uglies.
pubes.
-andrew
Hey you stupid Lyndon “Douche” LaRouche
followers: YOU GUYS ARE BACKING THE
WRONG MAN! LaRouche has NEVER HELD
AN ELECTED OFFICE! And you dumb cunts
are actually pimping his literature around
campus? Take that five-dollar “suggested contribution” and blow out your ass, you robotic,
psuedo-intellectual punks.
to the guy who passes out at every party. get
your ass off the couch or else i will kick your
ass
muir surf and sport is the gayest shit ive ever
seen. you are just making the sidewalks unsafe
with all the FOB skaters who fuckin trip and
run over me. i curse your store for all eternity
and may it parish in an almighty tsunami that
will unfortunately wash up more FOB’s. but
ill take that tradeoff ps. it was me who took a
dump in front of your store...
This one goes out to Nancy. . .i had to be in the
shower for three hours today when you squirted
curry sauce into my face after i poured it in
your ass. damn, you are one filthy chick!

BEST “FUCK ME” PERSONAL
To all the cute azn girlz,
I check you out everyday, u make me so hot.
OMG the things I would do to you! Are any of
you bi like me? If you are, send me an email,
aznkoala@hotmail.com
Sincerely,
That cute lil asian girl checkin u out on library
walk.
=^.^=

To Ma RoomieFuck YOU! you stupid bitch shut the fuck up.
why r u so weird? wipe that shit off ur face and
learn how to eat right. quit being such a whore!
no one wants you even tho u r free pussy. ur
untrackable. no one would ride that shit in a
million years. i thought girls didnt stink. i guess
i was wrong. i febreeze ur bed everyday after
you leave. go fucking home and stop using my
shit. i never said you could bitch! everyone
whos fucked you hides when you walk by and
is ashamed. get a clue
your loving friendly roommate

little fucking asian girls with stupid giggles and
scared to death of white people<cockroaches<
cats<dogs<mexicans<homos<japanese<men<
god
hey adam, i have a fun night planned for tomarrow that you’ll never forget:
9 P.M.--start things up with a filthy montezuma.
. .dont forget to eat your mexican food cause i
want lots of shit on face when you take a dump
on it.
10 P.M.--we’ll continue the show with the
nasty nancy. . .since you brought the mexican
food, i’ll be the one to bring the curry sauce so
you can pour it down my ass and i can squirt it
in your face.
11 P.M.--lets keep the night rolling with the
mars attack. . .its your job to bring the uncooked meat off the mexican market, i want a
tapeworm on my chest when you take a dump
on it.
12 P.M.--we’ll finish off the night with a
beethoven. . .this is my favorite one cause we
dont have to buy anything. all we have to do is
jizz in each others ears until we turn deaf.
I’m looking forward to some fun you sexy
stud!
-mcgee
Hey Koreans, stop looking so sad. Perhaps
your sadness is a result of whoring out your
race to Marlboro and Camel. But seriously, not
even other asians like you.
to the group who was fucking around on the 6th
floor the other night...you suck at life. to the
red-headed, short faggot...no matter how much
time you spend “studying” with that chick, it’s
not gonna happen bro. and to the chick...its
too bad you’re a bleeding axe wound because
you’re kinda hot and i wouldn’t mind putting it
in your butt
-your 6th floor buddy
CharvaRemember that one time we got drunk and
went down on each other?
-AGC
Fact of the day:
1- All Iraqi girls have anal leakage since they
all take it up the butt due to Islamic laws regarding chastity.
2- Girls with anal leakage usually semll like
shit!
3 - The number of Arabs(specially Iraqies) at
UCSD has been increasing
conclusions: If a girl smells like shit, she is
probably Iraqi.
P.S: Don’t get me wrong! Iraqies are civilized
and peaceful people with good morals. The
only reason they are so nuts is Saddam Husein
and Yankees.

Need to tell someone that he now has AIDS?

Thinking about killing yourself but worried nobody willl find your suicide letter?
Then Koala Personals are for YOU!
Submit them at this Baby-Eater website:
www.thekoala.org/personals.html

